
Views of Local Farmers 
 
Shobdon was considered a good place to live with a thriving school, shop, pub (more 

appealing in the past), lovely countryside and church which brings many visitors here. 

 

Housing – There is concern about proposed new housing in the village.  Large scale 

developments bring a community within a community.  They are good for the school 

but increase traffic, bring no additional employment in the parish and do not integrate 

well into parish life.  Smaller developments of five/ten houses would soften the impact 

and ensure a village feel is retained. 

 

Farming - Today, farming is generally more mechanized and therefore uses less labour 

brings less requirement for housing on farms. 

 

All are constantly looking to take their businesses forward.  It was noted that 

development plans within the parish always focused on the village itself, and that all 

proposed development was residential only.  This parish plan must integrate the 

development of agriculture, business and housing and we should be consulted. The 

inclusion of work/live units would add to the community as new residents would work 

and live within the parish. 

 

Roads - Poor condition of roads in parish and the constant game of “catch-up” with 

maintenance was a concern.  This winter will likely leave them in a very sorry state. 

 

Traffic - Speed and quantity of traffic through the village was discussed.  All thought 

that it is not feasible to stop large vehicles passing through the village but that a solution 

could be found to reduce the speed.  If traffic calming was found to be the most suitable 

option, it should reduce traffic to a constant speed not a stop/start approach. The 

quantity of potato tractors and trailers through the village was noted but they do provide 

employment locally and are an important part of food production. 

 

Footpaths – Concern about misuse of footpaths, users do not keep to the paths and do 

not keep dogs on leads even when in stock.  Improved education would help overcome 

this using avenues such as the parish newsletter, etc.  Shobdon attracts a great number 

of visiting walkers and their education needs also to be addressed. It was suggested 

though that such walkers do not contribute much to the local economy. 

 

Crime – Crime is a constant threat in the more rural areas and a great concern. All 

highlighted the correlation between occupancy at the gypsy site this side of Pembridge 

and an increase in crime. 

 

Public Transport - Public transport does not meet requirements, however, just 

providing more was not seen as the answer with anticipated low usage. 

 

School - Currently full to capacity.  New housing development will necessitate 

expansion of school and building of separate village hall to enable that expansion. 

 

Broadband - All expressed the failing in the parish of this service hindering business 

particularly with increasing requirement to submit documentation electronically. 

 

Sewerage - Facility must be addressed and updated as currently completely inadequate 

in meeting demands of village. 



Views of some older residents of Shobdon 
 

Strengths: 
Shop and post office (biggest positive) 
No crime issues at all 
School 
New vicar 
Church 
Airfield 
 
Weaknesses: 
Lack of community spirit - possibly due to 
No centre or heart of the village, church is too far out and Village Hall is shared, 
Village is split between old village, new estates and hamlets, 
Younger people unwilling to take a leading role in activities/groups, 
Pearl Lake used to be an important part of village life, this has decreased, 
New housing being occupied largely by commuters - too busy for village life, 
Has the Food Festival meant that all the village's endeavours have been spent on 
just one week-end a year, and that is not for the village, but by the village?, 
Pub has lost its atmosphere. 
 
Traffic - 30mph is not kept, though maybe it would be even faster without it 
Lack of infrastructure such as roads (A49) leading to lack of business opportunity, 
therefore local business/manufacturing jobs 
Bus route does not cover whole village. It should do the rounds of the whole village 
to be useful. 
 
Improvements: 
Repair of pavements, particularly between the Birches and the shop. 
Fixing of raised manhole cover (it is raised by 6") opposite shop 
Perennial  problem of narrow pavement at bridge in the middle of village 
Improvement of crossing over the Milton turn. 
There is no taxi service in the village. 
 
Other views 
 
Medical Facilities - All were happy with facilities as they are. Community Wheels 
at Presteigne and Leominster are used for hospital appointments.   
 
Housing – no small bungalows are available (one heart felt comment).   
Most felt that Shobdon now had enough houses, particularly as there are so many 
currently for sale 
 
Broadband - it could be faster. 
 
Clubs/Societies - WI is thriving, Other groups suffering due to “apathy”? 
 
Visitor Centre - All agreed it was important, but regular opening times would be 
an improvement. 
 

 



Views of Parents of School Aged Children 
 

The most frequent concerns were issues related to traffic and road safety, some of the key issues 

identified were: 

 Zebra crossing not working as not respected by some road users and some parents felt 

that as children expected vehicles to stop the risk had not been reduced 

 Other crossing points still had to be used if walking from Bateman close/Lakeview so 

still safety problems 

 Traffic speed was still too high and particularly intimidating for pedestrians at the 

several HGV bottlenecks in the village 

These points were discussed further and some potential improvements that would help were 

identified. 

 Traffic calming as you enter into village, 20 mph speed limit around school, speed 

identifier signs (would Kingspan be willing to help finance?). 

 Open up footpath from Birches to Grove to reduce the amount of roadside walking for 

children walking to school. 

 More road crossing points 

Play area provision for all age’s children was next most identified issue in particular: 

 The ‘little’ playground by shop not ‘fit for purpose’ even for small children and location 

means parents are uneasy with it being safe for small children 

 The ‘cage’ at the oaks is liked used frequently by some for ball games but there conflicts 

with those wanting to use it for skate/scooter use. 

 Has been issues with older residents complaining about children playing in and around 

the cage. 

 Grove playing field not utilised – why? 

In the discussions that followed parents felt there were potential areas that could be developed 

for improved play facilities although it was recognised that costs constraints may be one of the 

stumbling blocks. Any improvement or development of village play facilities would have to be 

self-funded by looking into funding/grants by a user/action group. Although in the past when 

raised with parish council it had been viewed negatively due to cost, safety and insurance issues. 

 

Footpaths were identified as very valued resource in the village although they are under used by 

many villagers. It was noted that there was not a footpath that joined paths on north side of the 

village to west of pearl lake to link to Bateman close/Lakeview/Birches. A few issues of 

overgrown hedges and dog fouling on pavements were also raised. 

 

The school, church, arches and shop were also very valued village assets that needed to be 

protected and promoted as they were the heart of a vibrant village and a draw to attract new 

residents. 

 

The need to encourage greater community spirit and participation was recognised rather than 

being left to the same few. The community use of the village hall was discussed and the clashes 

between the village and educational usage (pre-school and school) could be restrictive if school 

continues to expand. So it was felt that a dedicated separate community hall would be on the 

long term wish list for the village. 

 

The Pearl Lake Leisure Park facilities were seen as excellent but it was disappointing that they 

could not be used by the villagers even in the off-peak season and non-resident membership 

charge for using facilities. It was wondered if there could be more organised events and sharing 

of the facilities at specific times. 



Parish Plan - Young Children Focus Group 

Hosted: 9 November 2012 

 

We had a great focus group with the pupils of Class 3 (years 5&6) at the school. The children 

really engaged with the process and gave great suggestions that really covered the gamut. 

 

The most universal item that was highlighted by both boys and girls was the need for 

improvement for age specific leisure activities/facilities. It was felt that the current 'little' 

playground by the shop was of scant interest to all age groups - even those for which it is 

targeted. It was also felt that the new 'cage' at the Oaks didn't represent much of an improvement 

for the entire village.  

 

The desire of the group seemed to point towards the development of some form of 

skate/adventure/action park. However, this issue was not only highlighted as one reliant on 

infrastructure, many of the children felt that a re-invigorated youth club would be an asset, and 

many had attended the original club at first. Additionally, there seemed to be a noticeable theme 

developing around more 'social' activities within the Parish - movie nights, clubs and a meeting 

place were all noted. 

 

Secondly a clear theme developed around issues arising from the road. An impressive number of 

children walk to school and felt that there are still issues surrounding crossing the road, narrow 

pavements and the speed with which traffic moves through the village. It was also highlighted 

that the children felt that people weren't adhering to stopping at the current zebra crossing. 

Alongside this the children flagged that the volume and type of traffic also contributed to the 

issues faced. 

 

The shop came up as being widely used and appreciated, though a greater range of products and 

local produce would be liked. The group were also generally appreciative of the village being a 

village and reflected upon the benefits of green space, the Arches, the Church and, to everyone's 

relief, the school was highlighted as an asset in need of support and protection. 

 

Smaller numbers within the group also highlighted very specific threads including the desire for 

a separate Village hall and the benefits therein for the school. 

 

 

 

 



Views of School Students (11-15 years) 
 
Leisure Facilities – This was a key topic. The new all weather play area is very much 
appreciated and used by most present.  They would like access improved and perhaps 
additional facilities on this site or elsewhere; “things to keep us entertained”. 

 A skate park/skate board facility and smooth pathed areas for skating / cycling 
 More play facilities (swings, climbing frames, etc) for older children 
 Formal permission to bike in the woods with developed paths etc 
 Facilities on the field at the Grove 

It was suggested that the current play area near the shop is under used because there is so 
little there. 
 
The students felt that the vast majority of their friends would treat the facilities well but a 
few older young people in the village might cause damage. 
The issue of Adult objections and adults complaining was raised but they felt that most 
people would not object as there were many families in the area. 
They thought that if some of these additions were possible, they would be willing to help 
create (and maintain?) them. 
 
Youth club - The youth club was raised but none of them now attended.  The group were 
very animated about why so not everything was heard or captured.  Reasons captured 
were – 

 A few older people being disruptive 
 Meetings being uncertain 
 How the time was spent when there 

They had though clearly enjoyed it at times and wished for it to be re-launched. 
 
Traffic - There was concern from all present about traffic noise and speed particularly at 
the bus stop where the pavement is narrow.  Speed (all traffic) was a concern in relation to 
safety but noise (from large vehicles on the main road) was mentioned strongly too even 
away from the main road.   
 
There was strong interest linked to this to the ‘planned’ pedestrian and cycle way between 
the Grove – Bateman Close – The Birches.  This was felt to be very desirable from a safety 
point of view and from a point of view of access to the existing village facilities; children 
having to go a long way round and along the main road to get from home to specific 
facilities. 
 
Visitor Centre - This was felt to be a good place to shop for interesting things but its 
opening hours are very restricted. 
 
Eating out as a family - A widely held view was that the Bateman Arms should be 
improved.  They said that in the past they had gone there for family meals.  Few if any still 
went there.  Lots of comments were made and not all captured; they included the owners, 
the attitude to children being in the pub, ..  The Airfield café was also well known and is 
used.  Breakfasts were seen as very good.  However, at present, it is not an alternative 
because it closes too early. 
 

 

 

 



Views of Airfield Users 

 
Broadband – Service is either extremely poor or non-existent. Some businesses have had to 

resort to satellite BB in order to meet their needs (at a high premium). Why can’t fibre optic 

cable going to Cargill serve the rest of the village?  

 

Banking/Post Office/Shop – Shop/post office is a great asset and made running a business in 

Shobdon easier. However, the removal of the HSBC branch in Presteigne and the opening hours 

of the banks in Leominster are making life harder.  

 

Retail/Commercial Opportunities – There are no opportunities for retail businesses to start in 

Shobdon. Could land be designated for the construction of these in the village, or perhaps on the 

airfield?  

 

Tourism – All of the flying companies felt that they offered a professional training service at 

the core, which people travelled deliberately to see, rather than stumbled upon when in the area. 

However, they felt that Shobdon was not really promoted as a tourist destination. 

 

Businesses and Shobdon Airfield – For the purposes of flying, Shobdon is very much a 

destination airfield. Not enough interaction happens with the parishioners, but it was noted that 

facilities like the bar and café at the Aeroclub, which could be used as small scale conference 

facilities – are not really promoted to other business users. Business would like a “chamber of 

commerce organisation” for the village.  

 

Growth – It was agreed that a parish has to grow (both housing and employment) or it will 

stagnate. All businesses present were very happy to be located in Shobdon and wanted to grow 

over time.  

 

Signage (Off Site) – It was noted that there is an on-going issue with Signage to the businesses 

on the airfield (reference to both Shobdon Ind Est and Pembridge Ind Est). Perhaps the whole 

thing should be called Shobdon Airfield with reference then being to north and south entrance? 

 

Social Centre - A discussion was held on the lack of a social centre in the village with the 

Bateman Arms seemingly not being a welcoming place. It was also noted that the village has 

three licensed bars, with none of them actively wanting to encourage users. 

 

Food Festival – This is now planned to move to the airfield although not everyone had been 

informed. Agreed that it was a great location, and would have room to grow but it would need to 

be managed professionally with key roles filled by paid individuals. 

 

Other events –The airfield is underexploited in this regards. One comment was that other 

airfields do things like Sunday markets, farmers markets and antiques fairs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Selected Views of Significant Local Businesses  
(Kingspan, Corbett Farms, Cargills) 

 
Traffic and Roads - Cargill say there is strict control of Tachographs so believe their 

drivers observe speed limits and other road laws. They do have concern about traffic speeding 

through the village and view “trucks reaching 50 mph as totally inadequate". 
 

Richard Corbett would like to find ways of enabling and encouraging traffic to drive smoothly 

and quietly through the village (20 mph), if this could be achieved by special calming measures. 

“Sleeping policeman would be difficult for local egg transport and would increase noise for 

people close to them.”  Richard noted that at potato harvest time, extra traffic was partly due to 

farmers renting fields away from their own farms. 

 

Kingspan acknowledge that the lorries are to the detriment of Shobdon, but that as very few 

complaints are received, and they have an active driver education programme, believed 

everyone has learnt to live together. They were concerned the substandard nature of the Rhyse 

Lane and the road from Kingspan to Milton Cross, whilst Cargill also commented on the poor 

maintenance of minor roads especially snow clearance and gritting. 

 

Traffic and parking at Shobdon Court causes problems for Cargill’s traffic and damage to 

verges; some drivers using this road are rather inconsiderate, reductions may be sought. 

 

Business Development - For Kingspan, the biggest issue is the ability to recruit 

trained/qualified staff. They need technicians and people located in the area are not qualified to 

that level. They feel that the schools in the area do not seem very responsive because they want 

their pupils to go to University. (Kingspan have apprentices and an arrangement with 

Herefordshire Group Training.) Cargill and Corbett’s reported no recruitment problems. 

 

Richard is keen to enable small business development in Shobdon.  There are some 

opportunities being considered now on the airfield but he is concerned that there is no land 

being identified for industrial use in Shobdon.  The lack of good broadband is also a significant 

business deterrent.  This latter point was important also to Cargill and Kingspan. 

 

Shobdon Food Festival - Corbetts and Cargill recognised the importance of this event for the 

village. However, the roads; parking, and access are an issue.  If the area around the church is to 

be used again, “better consultation and communication are needed.”  

 

Shop - Cargill's starts at 6am so would like extended opening hours.  Kingspan value the shop 

but are concerned about the mix of lorries, cars and pedestrians in the parking area. 

 

Village development - Richard would prefer housing development to happen in smaller parcels 

and more gradually; with building being done in character with the village and in line with 

services and job opportunities.  

 

The Visitor Centre will likely close soon.  Richard suggests that it would be much better if some 

form of village visitor centre or information could be located in the centre of Shobdon perhaps 

as part of an improved village centre. 

 

Community Spirit - Corbetts and Cargill mentioned concern about the pub which should be an 

important to village life and community spirit. Theft is an ongoing problem to the farm 

businesses. 

 



Views of People “Working from Home” 
 

This target group may be employees of a larger business working from home, or individuals 

running a business from a home address, frequently with “sole trader” status. Job titles within 

this group include consultants, childminders, translators, IT specialists, painter and decorators, 

and gardeners. 

Summary of Responses 

Strengths 

o Shobdon has improved in the past nine 

years, it is going forward 

o Good schools – four in the catchment 

area, Wigmore, Kington, Weobley, 

Leominster 

o Attractive church 

o Airfield 

o Post Office and shop 

o Close community in East Hampton – but 

not so connected with Shobdon village 

Weaknesses 

o Limited public transport – perhaps 

smaller buses with greater regularity 

o Bateman – needs to be more attractive to 

customers; emphasis on walkers rather 

than “bikers” 

o Poor tourist information centre 

o No activities for teenagers 

o The village is too big – no cultural 

connectivity 

o Villagers are strangers to each other 

o The village shop prices are too high 

o No competition to the village shop 

o Under utilised cricket pavilion  

o Nothing for kids 

o Limited work within Parish  

o Speed of traffic through village  

o Public transport inadequate 

Opportunities 

o New village businesses – e.g. farm shop 

o Food festival should be a bi-annual event 

– this would reduce demands on resources 

o Food festival; connect with the airfield 

o Market Shobdon as visitor attraction  

o Visitor centre – move to village centre 

o Promote Shobdon for work and home 

o Good lifestyle for home businesses 

o Integrated housing development 

o A farm shop  

o Airfield – use to generate income for the 

village 

o Consideration to the young and old 

o Activities for the young 

o Connect Church, Bateman Arms, Village 

centre, and Airfield 

Threats 

o Poor broadband service – limits 

development of business and residential 

use 

o Inadequate public transport 

o The village as a community is dead 

o Volume of farm traffic; size of vehicles  

o Building of large residential “estates” 

without development of infrastructure 

o Layout of village leads to disconnection 

of residents 

o Lack of village culture 

o Food festival – annual event too 

demanding on local resources 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Young Adults Views 
 
Affordable housing - They would like to be able to consider buying a house locally in the 
foreseeable future.  They could also be interested in renting ‘now’.  They feel that neither is 
likely.  ‘Affordable’ housing in Bateman Close is seen as too expensive. 
 
Jobs locally - This was expressed largely as a general concern for this age group.  There is 
a need to make the available jobs visible to people living locally. 
 
Organised Events and Trips – There was interest in more organised trips from the 
village.  These could be for Xmas shopping or to the Courtyard or other shows/theatres, or 
even a beach trip, ….   The food festival is valued and there has been involvement in this.  
However, they felt that this had been good but was now very samey. 
 
They attend few village events at present but some were interested in craft type 
workshops and quizzes, they would consider attendance at the planned live theatre.  The 
idea of village parties such as the New Year’s eve party is attractive to some but they are 
currently not invited. The recent film at the Airfield was thought to be quite expensive. 
 
Shop - The Post Office is valued and the Kingsland prescription service is too (though a 
surgery would be preferred).  The shop is valued for its capability in providing a good 
stock of products when you have forgotten something or suddenly run out.  It would be 
better if the post office did road fund tax. 
 
Young People Organisations / Bateman Arms - Apart from sports’ clubs, there are no 
‘clubs’ or organisations in Shobdon for people of their age.  The pub would usually play a 
role here but the Bateman Arms does not.  They would like a good, friendly pub perhaps 
sometimes with music.  They feel the current landlords are not very friendly and do not 
create the right atmosphere. The Airfield café / bar is not currently seen as a serious 
option largely due to its age / state. 
 
Church and surrounding area - They felt that the church is unique and valued as a place 
to visit and for visitors, and we should ensure its upkeep.  The area close to the church is 
very attractive and they like to be able to explore the area.  However, there was doubt as to 
whether we are now able to walk in the Arboretum / around the lake. 
The woods on Shobdon Hill are great for mountain biking - What are the ‘rules’? 
 
Facilities for Youths - There was some reflection about what they saw as important for 
the younger peers.  They had gained a lot from youth clubs and were concerned that 
Shobdon’s youth club should be healthy.  Facilities to play sports; football etc and 
restrictions in the village (e.g. school field) had been a problem.  These comments were 
made without awareness of the new play area in Bateman Close but they perhaps 
reinforce the need to ensure this play area is successfully available and used. 
 
Noisy and SpeedingTraffic - This was seen as a problem; in the village lorry noise is a 
real problem particularly early in the morning.  One reported repeated tailgating through 
the village as vehicles pressed to travel faster. 
 


